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Abstract

Efficient use of a distributed memory parallel computer requires that the com-

putational load be balanced across processors in a way that minimizes interprocessor

communication. We present a new domain mapping algorithm that extends recent work

in which ideas from spectral graph theory have been applied to this problem. Our gen-

eralization of spectral graph bisection involves a novel use of multiple eigenvectors to

allow for division of a computation into four or eight parts at each stage of a recursive

decomposition. The resulting method is suitable for scientific computations like irregu-

lar finite elements or differences performed on hypercube or mesh architecture machines.

Experimental results confirm that the new method provides better decompositions ar-

rived at more economically and robustly than with previous spectral methods. We have

also improved upon the known spectral lower bound for graph bisection.

This work was supported by the Applied Mathematical Sciences program, U.S. Department of

Energy, Office of Energy Research, and was performed at Sandia National Laboratories, operated for

the U.S. Department of Energy under contract No. DE-AC04-76DPO0789.
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1. Introduction. Efficient use of a distributed memory parallel computer requires

that the computational load be balanced across processors in a way that minimizes in-

terprocessor communication. This mapping requirement can be abstracted to a graph

problem in which nodes represent computation, edges represent communication, and the

objective is to assign an equal number of vertices to each processor in a way that mini-

mizes the number of edges crossing between processors. Extensive practical experience

has shown that the quality of this mapping has a substantial impact on performance,

hence there is considerable interest in effective mapping algorithms.

Finding a mapping that actually minimizes communication between balanced sets

is an NP-hard problem [8], so it is unlikely that an efficient, general algorithm ex-

ists. The practical importance of this problem has, however, motivated a variety of

heuristic approaches. These range from very quick, linear time algorithms based on ge-

ometric assumptions or local graph information to very slow algorithms which approx-

imate a global search for the minimum using genetic operators or simulated annealing.

The faster heuristics generally do not provide mappings of adequate quality for bench-

marking purposes or for performance-critical codes which will be used many times, and

the more expensive mapping techniques are impractical for use on large problems. This

paper describes a method designed to provide near optimal partitionings at moderate

cost .

Most existing load balancing methods are based on recursive graph bisection - the

graph is broken in half, the halves are halved independently, and so on, until there

are as many pieces as processors in the parallel machine. Bisection techniques have

several inherent shortcomings. First, bisection algorithms are unable to accept a less

attractive initial cut which would allow net savings in later cuts, i.e. they have no look

ahead capability. In the VLSI community, for example, it is well known that recursive

quadrisection leads to better circuit layouts than twice as many steps of bisection [19].

Second, in bisection the task of splitting the graph into sets of vertices (the decomposi-

tion problem) is largely decoupled from that of assigning a set of vertices to a specific

processor (the assignment problem). The communication overhead of an application

program, however, depends on both the decomposition and the assignment, so it is

generally preferable to consider these aspects of the problem together. We might for

example choose to accept a higher volume of communication between two sets in order

to place them topologically closer on a given architecture.

Our approach to the graph partitioning problem addresses these shortcomings. It

is based upon results from spectral graph theory, in which eigenvectors of a matrix

are used to bisect a graph. The idea of using eigenvectors to partition graphs dates

back to work in the early 70’s by Donath and Hoffman [3, 4], and Fiedler [5, 6], but it

has recently generated renewed interest [2, 13, 15, 16, 17]. Simon and Williams have

applied spectral bisection to the load balancing problem and found it to have a number

of attractive features in this context [18, 21]. Unlike some other techniques, spectral

methods are invariant under geometric transformations of the computational domain,

as well as under renumbering of the computational graph. They also seem to generate

good partitions in practice, albeit at a fairly high cost compared with some weaker
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heuristics.

Ourmethod generalims spectral graph bisection in several important ways. First,

through a novel use of multiple eigenvectors, we are able to divide a problem into four or

eight pieces at once instead of just two. This allows us to perform fewer recursive steps

while dividing a problem into a given number of pieces. By trading off the combined

effects of several cuts, we can reduce the look ahead problem associated with bisection.

In addition, by using multiple eigenvectors we achieve a substantial economy in the

net cost of the eigenvector calculations, the dominant expense. (Rendl and Wolkowicz

describe a quite different spectral graph partitioning algorithm which requires k eigen-

vectors to divide into k sets rather than the logz k eigenvectors we use [17].) Second, our

model allows for inhomogeneous computation and communication requirements of an

application, substantially broadening the class of problems for which it is appropriate.

Third, our method does not ignore machine architecture, but rather explicitly accounts

for hypercube topology in the communication cost. Recent empirical evidence confirms

that this should lead to significantly better partitions in practice [9]. Our method can

also be applied to meshes since d-dimensional meshes can be recursively decomposed

as d-dimensional hypercubes. Fourth, unlike other approaches, our method solves the

assignment problem simultaneously wit h the decomposition.

Our approach is designed for message passing multiprocessors, and is most appro-

priate for applications in which the computational requirements are static so that a good

decomposition can be determined a-priori. It is particularly well suited to problems in

which many different messages are simultaneously competing for use of the communi-

cation network. Many problems in scientific communication fit this description because

they involve alternate phases of computation and communication in which the same

calculation is repeated in each computation phase and many messages are transmitted

in the communication phase. Examples include typical unstructured finite difference

and finite element calculations.

The structure of this paper is as follows. In ~2, we review hypercube multipro-

cessors, describe our graph model of computation and develop an associated metric of

communication cost. This allows us to construct a discrete optimization problem which

describes the optimal mapping in !j3. Since this optimization problem is NP-hard, we

derive a continuous problem approximating it in $4. In $5 and 56 we describe how the

solution to this continuous problem reduces to an cigenvector calculation, and how the

eigenvectors can be used to generate an approximate solution to the discrete optimiza-

tion problem. Some new a-posteriori lower bounds on partition quality are presented in

$7. Results of some sample calculations are given in 38, and conclusions are presented

in $9.

2. Preliminaries.

2.1. Hypercube multiprocessors. A d-dimensional hypercube multiprocessor

consists of a set of 2d processors, identified by distinct binary numbers from O to 2d – 1.

Information is transmitted between them by passing messages through a network in

which wires connect processors whose binary values differ in a single bit. We will
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assume there is no global memory, and that wires can simultaneously transmit data in

either direction.

Hypercube multiprocessors enjoy wide popularity because they have attractive the-

oretical and practical properties. The network is very regular and can be described

elegant Iy in a recursive fashion. Each processor is connected to just d communication

wires, and a message can be routed between any two processors by traversing at most

c1wires. Furthermore, a message route can be devised simply; to travel between two

processors, a message merely uses one wire from each bit in which the two processor’s

numbers differ.

2.2. A graph model of computation. As mentioned in $1, our approach to

the partitioning problem is targeted mainly towards scientific computing applications.

Most of these problems involve repeated iterations of the same cycle of computations.

Although it is sometimes possible to achieve parallelism by effectively overlapping mul-

tiple iterations [22], the more common approach is to exploit parallelism within each

iteration. Within an iteration, a processor performs a set of computations followed

by a set of communication operations, and since each iteration involves the same set

of operations, it is sufficient to distribute the task among processors based upon the

requirements of a single iteration.

We represent a computation as an undirected, weighted graph G = (V, E), using n

to denote the size of the vertex set V, and m the size of the edge set E. Each vertex

vi c V corresponds to a computational task to be performed on a single processor, and

the time required to execute that task is represented by a positive weight ~V(~i). We

denote by W. the sum of the weights of all the vertices in the graph. An undirected

edge eij G E connects tvvo vertices vi and vj if the computational task represented by

one of the vertices requires input from the other. The edge has an associated positive

weight we(ei~) proportional to the amount of data that must be transmitted between

the tasks. If each task requires data from the other, then this weight is the sum of the

two amounts of information. The sum of the weights of all the edges is denoted by W,.

We will assume that G is connected.

Partitioning a computational task among the processors corresponds to assigning

each vertex of the graph to a processor. The sum of the weights of the vertices assigned

to a processor represents the amount of computational effort that processor must ex-

pend, and the sum of the weights of all the edges connecting vertices assigned to two

different processors represents the total amount of information that must be communi-

cated between the two.

2.3. A communication metric. Most modern parallel computers have some

form of hardware cut-through routing, so congestion aside, the time required to transmit

a single message is nearly independent of the number of wires traversed. For applica-

tions like those we are targeting in which most messages are lengthy, this implies a

model in which the communication cost of a message is proportional to the message

length, independent of the identity of the sending and receiving processors. The cost

of a set of messages can then be modeled as the sum of their individual costs. Within
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the constructs of our graph model, we define the cut-weight of a partitioning scheme

to be the sum of the weights of all the edges whose vertices are assigned to different

processors. Most previous approaches to domain mapping for parallel computing have

tried to minimize this cut-weight communication measure.

However, since it treats messages in isolation, the cut-weight metric fails to consider

any effects of message congestion. The applications we are considering typically have a

communication phase in which there are many messages simultaneously competing for

wires. In this case, each wire a message uses is unavailable for other tasks, so the load

a message places on the network is proportional to the number of wires it consumes.

Consequently we define the hop-weight of a message to be the length of the message

multiplied by the number of wires it requires, and the hop-weight of a collection of

messages to be the sum of their individual hop-weights. We will use hop-weight as

our measure of the communication cost of a mapping. Recent experimental work has

indicated that this is the most accurate communication metric for the problems we are

targeting [9].

With the intent of making this discussion more formal, we let M : V + P be

an assignment scheme that maps vertices to processors. We denote by V(q) the’ set

of vertices assigned to a

indicate the processor to

wires between pi and ~j.

an assignment as

(1)

processor q, so V(q) = {v G V : M(v) = q}. We use pi to

which vertex VI is assigned, and hij to denote the number of

With this notation, we can formally define the hop-weight of

hop-weight(M) = ~ we(eij)~ij.

ei; EE

Next we map the binary digits designating a processor to +1 by

(2)
{

1 if thekihbitofq= 1,
Ck(q) =

–1 if the kth bit of q = O.

This transformation is convenient because the simple function (1 – ck(q)ck(r))/2 is zero

if processors q and r have the same kth bit and one if they differ, and therefore is

equal to h,~. Hence the total communication cost on a hypercube under an assignment

scheme M can be expressed as

(3) Cost(M) = hop-weight(M) = ~ ~ f ~e(eij)(l – Cock).

(3ij EE k=l

We would like to find an assignment that minimizes this communication cost, while

keeping the computational load balanced. We note that when d = 1, hop-weight reduces

to cut-weight, so in this case, the minimal cost is the bisection width of the graph.

3. A discrete optimization problem. When using a spectral method to solve a

combinatorial problem, the general strategy is to formulate the combinatorial problem

as a discrete optimization and then relax the discreteness constraint to obtain a contin-

uous optimization problcm. This continuous version may have some special structure
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making it tractable, even if the original discrete problem is NP-hard. After the con-

tinuous problem is solved, the result is mapped back to a nearby discrete point, which

we hope provides a good approximation to the discrete optimum. A survey of results

obtained using this general approach is given by Mohar in [13].

To follow this strategy we need to express our problem as a discrete optimization.

The communication cost we wish to minimize is given in (3), but it will prove useful to

add an additional term and interchange the order of summation to obtain

Since ck(q) = +1, this last term is zero, and does not change the value of Cost(M).

However, when the discreteness constraint on c~ is relaxed in $4, this term will become

important. Appropriate values for ii will also be considered in $4.

Equation (4) describes the communication cost to be minimized, but it must be

constrained to ensure load balance. The computational load is balanced if the sums of

the weights of the vertices assigned to each processor are equal. Denote by W(q) the

sums of weights of all vertices assigned to processor q, so that W(q) = &v(g) w“(v).

The load balance constraint can then be expressed as

(5) w(q) = w“/2d, Vqc {o,..., 2d–1}.

It will prove convenient to use a different form of the balance constraint expressed in

terms of the Ck notation introduced in (2). In particular, the conditions

(6)

‘d–l

(a) ~ W(k)= WV

(b)

k=o

2d_l

~W(k)~#(k)=O, VS:O+SC{l,..., d}.

k=o j@

ensure balance, as demonstrated by Theorem 3.1.

THEOREM 3.1. Equations (6) and (5) are equi~alent.

Proof. Given a set S of size d, we can represent any subset of S as a binary string

in which 1 indicates the presence and O indicates the absence of the corresponding

set element. Hence there are 2d subsets corresponding to the possible bit patterns.

Condition (6b) excludes the null subset and so provides 2d – 1 constraint equations.

With the addition of (6a) we therefore have 2d linearly independent equations for the 2d

unknown values of W(k), so a unique solution exists. Since the solution to (5) is easily

seen, to be a solution to (6), the two formulations of constraint equations are equivalent.

n
A still more convenient formulation of the balance constraint involves the ~V(~i)

values and has the form

(7) bwv(vi)ll~(pi)=o, v~:O#S~{l,..., d}.
i=l j ES
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Equation (6a) is automatically satisfied by the ~V(~i) values, and the equivalence of (7)

and (6) is a straightforward consequence of the definitions.

Combining (4) with (7) we obtain a formal statement of the problem of minimizing

communication subject to the load balance constraint.

(8) Minimize :5
k= I

Subject to :

(a) Ck(q) =
n

{ ~ ~e(eij)(l - Cock)+ ~ > ‘i(ck(Pi)’ - 1)}

CijEE i—l

+1, Vk~ {l,..., d}, Vqc {o,..., 2d–1}

(b) XWu(Vi)IIti(Pi)=O, vS:O#Sc{l,..,, d}.—

i=l j@

We will call this discrete optimization problem PI. It is NP-hard since it general-

izes the problem of graph bisection [8]. A general, efficient algorithm for

therefore unlikely to exist, and we are forced to resort to heuristics.

4. A continuous approximation. Since solving (PI) is difficult,

mate it by an easier problem. In particular, we relax the constraint that

solving it is

we approxi-

Cyq) = +1,

which changes the discrete problem into a tractable continuous optimization problem.

Unfortunately the solution to the continuous problem does not give us a valid parti-

tioning since the ck(q)’s will no longer have discrete values corresponding to the bit

patterns of the target processors. We can, however, use the solution of the continuous

optimization to find a nearby point satisfying the +1 condition. This nearby point will

not generally be the absolute minimizer of (PI), but the hope is that it will provide a

good answer in practice.

It will be convenient to reformulate (Pi) in matrix terms. For a fixed k, consider

the n values of c~(~i) Vi G {1 , . . . . rz} as an n-vector denoted by z~. Introduce the

weighted adjacency matrix A as follows.

(9)
{

?.LJe(eij) if f3ij C f?

A(i, j) = o
Otherwise.

Letting D = Diag(ti) and ~ = ~~=1 ii, the objective function

in matrix notation as

(lo)
Id

;d(we – ;) + ~ ~(zk)%k,
k=l

in (PI) can be rewritten

where (z~ )* denotes the transpose of Xk, and f? = D – A. We note that the leading

constant term has no effect on the minimizer, just on the minimum value.

We set the diagonal values ii to make each row sum of B zero. There is no com-

pelling reason for this choice, but it is convenient for several reasons. First, since

~i = ZeijCE ~e(eij) implies that T = ‘2Wc, the initial term in the cost is identically zero.

Second, the matrix 1? is positive semidefinite, and if the graph is connected then 1? has

only a single null vector consisting of all 1‘s. Third, if the edge weights are all 1, then
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B reduces to the familiar Laplacian matrix of the graph - our matrix is a weighted

Laplacian. We expect this to be advantageous because unweighed Laplacians have

proved useful in a number of combinatorial optimization problems [13]. In particular,

when used to partition graphs into two sets (a special case of what we will describe

below), the Laplacian facilitates several theoretical results [2, 5, 6]. Fourth, this choice

is convenient for solving the eigenvector problem arising below.

Now we relax the constraint that each of the elements of the Z& vectors must be

+1. Instead, we impose the norm constraint Ilz~l 12 = @. Combining this continu-

ous constraint with (8), (10) and the expression for ~ yields the following continuous

approximation to (PI).

d

(11) Minimize ~ ~(z~)~Bz~
k= 1

Subject to :

(al) Xk E IRn, Vke{l,..., d}

(a2) (Zk)%k=n, Vkc {1,..., d}

(b) ~~v(~i)~~j(~)=o v~:O#SC{lI. . . ,~}.?
i=l j@

We call this problem (P2) and note that its solution provides a lower bound for the

solution of (PI). The advantage of approximating (PI) by (P2) is that the latter can

be solved efficiently, as the next section will demonstrate.

5. Solving the continuous approximation. To solve (P2) we begin by focusing

on a subset of the constraints. Instead of considering all of the terms of (11 b), we will

concentrate on only those terms involving 2 or fewer elements in the products. These

terms are

We note that if d = 1 (bisection), this second constraint is irrelevant, and if d = 2

(quadrisection) these are the only constraints in (llb).

To simplify, we change variables to a set of vectors yk 6 Ill” defined by yk(i) =

~=x~(i). Since the Zk values are relaxations of +1, the appropriate normalization

for the y vectors is (yk)~y~ = WV. Letting s, ii E Illn be vectors in which si = J=,

and ~i = 1/~_, (12) is transformed to

(13) (bl) s~yk=O, Vk~ {1,..., d}

(b2) (Yk)TY~=O, Vk, j~ {1,..., d} :k#j.
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Combining (13) with (11), and letting C = Diag(G)T13 Diag(3), we can rewrite

(P2) as

(14)

Id

Minimize ~ X( Y’)TCY’
k= 1

Subject to :

(al) yk E IRn, vkE{l,..., d}

(a2) (y~)Ty~=wv, Vkc{l,..., d}

(bl) sTy’= (), VkE{l,..., d}

(b2) (Y’)TY; =O> v~!~~{l?”””?~}’~#~

(b3) ~ ~v(vi)HW2 ~ y~(i) = O> vs:s G{l,..., d}, [s[>2,
,=1 jES

which we denote by (P3). Next we collect a number of useful observations regarding

the matrix C.

THEOREM 5.1. The matrix C has the jolfowing properties.

(I) C is symmetric positive semidefinite.

(II) The eigenvectors oj C can always be chosen to be pairwise orthogonal.

(III) The vectors is an eigenvector oj C with eigenvalue zero.

(IV) Ij the graph is connected, s is the only eigenvector oj C with eigenvalue zero.

Prooj Orient each edge in the graph arbitrarily and define the standard incidence

matrix of a graph F c IRnxm such that

{

1 if i is the initial vertex of the lth edge,

(15) F(i, 1) = – 1 if i is the terminal vertex of the Ith edge,

O if i is not incident to the lth edge.

Now define a weighted incidence matrix G ● lRnx~ as G = Diag(3)F’ Diag(~zv.(cl)).

Property (I) follows from the observation that C can be written as G@. Property (11)

is a consequence of the symmetry of C and acknowledges that C may have multiple

eigenvalues. The observation that the vector of all ones is a zero eigenvector of 1? yields

(III). Property (IV) follows from Theorem 2.lc of [13]. Cl

We now define one further minimization problem, denoted by (P4), to be the

same as (P3) but with constraint (b3) removed. This is useful because (P4) can be

solved easily, and its solution can then be used to solve (P3). (In fact, (P3) and (P4)

are equivalent if d < 2). We define u i to be the normalized eigenvectors of C with

corresponding non decreasing eigenvalues Ai. The solution to (P4) is easily expressed in

terms of these eigenvectors as the following lemmas and theorem demonstrate.

LEMMA 5.2. Let y’,..., yd be a set oj vectors that solves (P4), and denote the

span oj the yk vectors by Y. Then any set oj orthogonal vectors z’ that spans y and

satisfies Ilzkllz = ~, Vk G {1, . . . . d} also solves (P4).

Proof The objective function in (P4) can be written as trace(YTCY), where Y

is the n x d matrix whose kth column is the vector y ‘. Any orthogonal basis Z for
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Ythat satisfies the normalization constraint can rewritten as Z = YE, where l?is

an orthonormal matrix. We now observe that trace(Z~CZ) = trace(RTYTCYR) =

trace(Y~CY), and the lemma follows, o

LEMMA 5.3. ljY1 . . . . . yd so/ves (P4), then there is another set of vectors 21,.. ., ~d

in which (2~)Tui = O, if k ~ i that also sofves (P4)

Proof Theorem 5.1 (HI) coupled with constraint (bl ) ensures that (y~)ul = O, for

all k. Starting with the yk vectors, we can apply rotations to satisfy the remaining

orthogonality constraints. Lemma 5.2 ensures that the value of the objective function

is invariant with respect to these rotations. II

THEOREM 5.4. Any set of orthogonal vectors yl,..., yd that spans {U2,..., Ud+l}

and satisfies llykl[2 = ~, Vk E {1 ,..., d} S0ht3S (P4). hrtheT’7TZo71?, if ~d+l < ~d+zj

then these

Proof

Since C is

~~=1 CY:ui.

(16)

Constraint

are the only solutions to (P4).

By Lemma 5.3, there is a solution ~~ to (P4) in which (2~)Tui = O, if k > i.

symmetric, we can rewrite Zk as a linear sum of eigenvectors of C: ,Zk =

Now the objective function can be written as

d dn

4 COSi! = ~(~k)TC2k = ~ ~(0~)2Ai.

k= 1 k=l i=l

(a2) implies ~~=1(cr$)2 = WV for all k, and the construction of the ~k vectors

guarantees that @ = O, if k > i. Using these identities we can rewrite the cost function

as follows.

(17) 4 COSi? = fi ~ (Q’f)2Ai

k=l i=k+l

Al

It is easy to verify that this lower bound can be achieved by letting -Zk = ~uk+l.

By applying Lemma 5.2, we conclude that all orthogonal bases yl,..., yd for the space

spanned by {U2, . . . . ud+l} in which l[ykl[2 = ~ solve (P4).

To see that these are the only solutions to (P4) it is sufficient to observe that if

~d+~ < ~d+z, the inequality between (17) and (18) is strict unless cr~ = O, when i > d+l.

But this implies the .Zk vectors lie in the space spanned by {U2,. . . . ud+l }, and the

theorem follows. o

Theorem 5.4 indicates that if d >1, there is a space of solutions to (P4) of dimen-

sion
()
~ . This multiplicity of solutions is quite convenient since the continuous solution

is only an approximation to the the discrete problem (PI). If the continuous optimiza-

tion had only a single minimizer and that minimizer was far from any of the discrete

points then the continuous problem could be a poor model of the discrete one. Since

we have a d-dimensional subspace of minimizers, we have a better chance of finding a

good discrete solution. These degrees of freedom also allow us to satisfy the additional

constraints of (P3).
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5.1. Spectral bisection. If we wish to divide our graph into two pieces, then

(P4) reduces to (P3) since constraints (b2) and (b3) have no effect. We therefore

take yl to be &u2, and let xl(i) = yl(i)/~w”. The vector Z1 is the continuous

approximation to +1 values, so we need to map it to a nearby discrete point with an

equal weight of +1 and —1 values. We do this by finding the median weighted value

among all the Z1(i)’s and mapping values above the median to +1 and values below to

– 1. This gives a balanced decomposition with, hopefully, a low cut-weight.

Once the graph is divided into two pieces, each piece can be divided again by apPlY-

ing this technique recursively. For unweighed graphs, this is the partitioning procedure

described by Pothen, Simon and Lieu in [15] and first applied to the load balancing

problem by Simon [18]. Simon found this approach to produce better partitions than

several other popular methods.

5.2. Spectral quadrisection. Dividing the graph into four pieces requires two

eigenvectors. With two eigenvectors the constraint (14b3) is unnecessary, so (P4) is

again equivalent to (P3). The solutions of (P4) are any appropriately normalized

orthogonal basis for the space spanned by yl = ~u2 and y2 = ~u3. This multi-

plicity of solutions allows us a single rotational degree of freedom, which yields vectors

of the form ~1 = yl COSO+ y2sin0, and ~2 = –yl sin O+ y2 cos 0. From the v vectors we

generate z vectors whose values approximate +1 by z~(i) = @(i)/~m. Ideally, we

would like to find v vectors in which the corresponding z values are near to points with

values +1 to help ensure that the cost of the discrete solution is not too different from

the continuous optimum.

The distance from z~(i) to +1 can be expressed as (1 – zk(z)2)2. Summing over

each element of both k vectors, we find that we must solve

(19) Minimize ~ ~(1 – Z~(i)2)2.
i=l k=l

Expanding ~~(i) in terms of 0, (19) reduces to minimizing a constant coefficient quartic

equation in sines and cosines of 0. The construction of the coefficients in this equation

requires O(n) work, but the cost of the resulting minimization problem is independent

of n. Although this is a global optimization problem, in our experience the number of

local minimizers is small, so a solution can be found by a sequence of local minimizations

from random starting points [1 1].

Once Z1 and Z2 have been determined, a nearby discrete point must be found that

balances the partition sizes. Our solution to this problem is described in ~6.

5.3. Spectral octasection. Dividing the graph into eight pieces requires three

eigenvectors. In this case, the constraints (14bl) and (14b2) are insufficient, since

(14b3) generates an additional cubic constraint of the form

(20) (b3) iY’(%2(0Y’(i)/Jm = o.
i=]

11



As before, the solutions of (P4) are any appropriately normalized orthogonal basis for

the space spanned by y‘ = ~u’, y’ = mu’ and y’ = mu’, but these are not

necessarily solutions of (P3). The additional constraint (14b3) removes one degree of

freedom from the three-dimensional solution space for (P3), leaving a two-dimensional

parameter space to explore.

As in $5.2, we use these remaining degrees of freedom to look for ~ vectors that

generate z values as near as possible to +1. The bases for the eigenspace ~ can be

described in terms of three rotational parameters. The ~~ vectors are mapped to Xk

vectors by Z&(i) = fi(i) /~-. This generates a constrained optimization problem

(21) Minimize ~ $(1 – Sk(i)’)’
i=l k=l

Subject to :

i=l

in which the objective function is a constant coefficient polynomial in sines and cosines

of three angular parameters. The coefficients can be generated in O(n) time, after

which the cost of the optimization problem is independent of n. As before this is a

global optimization problem, but in our experience the number of local minimizers is

small, so a solution can be found by a sequence of constrained local minimizations from

random starting points [7].

As in $5.2, once xl, x’ and x’ have been determined, a nearby discrete point must

be found that balances the partition sizes. Our method for solving this problem is

described in $6.

5.4. Higher order partitionings. When d > 3 the partitioning problem be-

comes more difficult. The subspace defined by the set of eigenvectors of C will allow

()
~ degrees of rotational freedom. However, there will be a set of ~ + . . .

()
+ ($ con-

straints due to (14b3). When d >4, there are more constraints than degrem of freedom,

so it will not generally be possible to construct a balanced solution from the d + 1 lowest

eigenvectors of C’. When d = 4 there are six variables and five constraints, so it should

be possible to satisfy all the balance conditions. However, these constraints consist of

three cubic equations and one quartic, so the computational complexity of satisfying

them is daunting. For this reason we have chosen not to implement any partitioning

above oct asection, and we suggest recursive application of one of the above schemes to

divide a problem across a larger number of processors.

6. Generating a partition from real values. The procedures described in $5.2

and $5.3 generate a point in Illd for each vertex in the graph. These continuous points

need to be mapped to points with coordinates +1 to determine a partition. This

mapping must ensure that equal weights of vertices are assigned to each partition, and

each continuous value should be mapped to a nearby discrete point.

It is useful to describe this mapping problem in terms of a complete, weighted

bipartite graph 23 = {Vi, V2, S}. The first set of vertices VI consists of the n vertices

12



of our original graph, while the second set V2 corresponds to the 2* sets. A weighted

edge e 6 t? connects each vertex z 6 V1 to each vertex y 6 V2, with weight equal to

the distance between the continuous point corresponding to z and the discrete point

associated with the set y. Any distance function can be used, but we chose the square

of the Euclidean distance for computational convenience. There is also a vertex weight

associated with each vertex z c V1, equal to the weight of the corresponding vertex in

the original graph.

The optimal mapping can now be described in terms of a minimum cost assignment

from V1 to V2 with the constraint that the sums of the vertex weights of the elements

of V1 mapped to each element of V2 are equal. This is a generalization of a class

of assignment problems considered by Tokuyama and Nakano [20], who develop an

assortment of algorithms that generalize in a straightforward manner to our problem.

Their best algorithm is randomized and requires 0(2dn) time. We chose instead to

implement one of their simpler, deterministic algorithms that runs in 0(2 ‘d–l n log n)

time. By exploiting the geometric structure of our particular application it is possible

to reduce this time bound to O(3dn log n).

7. Lower bounds on partitions. A known bound on the edge count for bisection

of an unweighed graph is ~nA2, where J2 is the second lowest eigenvalueof the Laplacian

matrix of the graph (see for example [13]). A simple consequence of the results in 55 is

a generalization of this bound with respect to both weighting and dimensionality.

THEOREM 7.1. The communication cost induced by cutting a graph into % pieces

is always at least $ WV ~~~~ ~i.

Proof. Since (P4) is derived from (PI) by relaxing constraints, the minimum of

(P4) will never be larger than that of (PI). Substitution of the solution in Theorem

5.4 into the cost function of (14) leads to the result. o

A better bisection bound can be determined by considering the difference between

the continuous and discrete solution vectors.

yl = ~u2 from $.5.1. We let b c Ill.” be the

all vectors such that yl(i) + h(i) = * J=,

consequently /3) is easy to compute using

The continuous solution is the vector

vector with the smallest 2-norm among

and let ~ = l[bl[~. We note that b (and

(22) 6(i) = min{yl(i) – J’W~(~l), yl(i) + @~(’Ui)}.

THEOREM 7.2. The bisection width oj a graph is bounded by

(23)

Proof. If c c {+1}’ is the discrete solution to (PI), define z to be its weighted

counterpart, z(i) = J-c(i). We note that if z defines a partition, then —z defines

the same partition, so without loss of generality we can assume that zTyl 20. We define

a c Ill.n to be the difference between z and y*, so a(i) = z(i) —yl(i). We can expand a in

terms of the eigenvectors of C’ so that a = ~~=z ~j~j, where this expansion begins at 2

13



since a is orthogonal to U1. It follows from the definition of ~ that ~ s a=a = ~~=z CY~.

Now

(24) w. = ZTZ = (Y’ + a)T(y’ + a)

= (yl)~yl + 2aTy1 + aTa

= WV + 2JWVa~ + aTa,

so a2 = —aTa/(2~). Since O ~ zTyl = (Yl + a)Tyl = w“ + WCYZ, it follows that

cw 2 –~, which implies that aTa s 2WV.

The bisection width of the graph can be expressed as

(25) 4 cost = ZTCZ

= (yl + a)TC(yl + a)

= (yl)~Cyl + 2a~Cy’ + aTCa

= W.A~ + 2fiA*~~ + ~ Aj~$

j=?.

The sum in the second term of (26) is minimized when ~j = O for all j >3, in which

case C&= aTa – al = aTa(l – aTa/(4Wv)). This implies that

(27) 4 Cost > Wv~z + (As – Az)aTa(l – aTa/(4WU)).

This last term comprises a concave function in aTa, so its minimum value occurs when

aTa is either maximized or minimized. Using the above observations that /3 < aTa s

2WV, we obtain

But since /?(1 – @/(4WV)) has a maximum value of WV, the second term of (28) always

dominates and the theorem follows. 0

Although the bound in Theorem 7.2 is better than previously known spectral

bounds, it is still rather loose in practice and its practical value is therefore not clear.

It may help in identifying classes of graphs for which the spectral method achieves near

optimal results, or for proving that some particular graphs have large bisection widths.

8. Results. We have compared the quality of partitions produced by our algo-

rithm with those generated by several other graph partitioning methods which are in

common use or have been recently advocated. Our conclusion is that the improved

spectral partitioning algorithm we have proposed generates significantly better parti-

tions than these other methods, which are themselves considered to be quite good. This
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is based on direct experimental comparison using a variety of meshes. We have selected

one representative test for this paper, a finite element meshing of a multi-element airfoil

provided by Barth [1]. A more comprehensive reporting of our experimental results is

contained in the follow on paper [10].

The airfoil mesh is shown in Figure 1 and its dual is shown in Figure 2. The dual

has a vertex representing each element in the mesh (triangular faces in this case) and

an edge connecting vertices representing elements which share an edge in the mesh.

There are 8034 vertices and 11513 edges in this dual graph. The dual is relevant

because in many parallel finite element codes, data is organized by assigning collections

of individual elements to each processor. The iterative solution of the resulting equations

then involves some computation associated with each element and some communication

between elements sharing an edge or vertex. The dual graph therefore provides a better

model for the iterative solution than the original mesh does. For ease of comparison

with other methods, we chose to partition an instance of the dual in which all vertex

and edge weights are equal to 1,

Fig. 1. Multi-element airfoil mesh.

Table 8 shows the results obtained by applying various partitioning methods to

the dual of the multi-element airfoil graph. The methods are listed in rank order

by hop-weight, which has been shown to closely correlate with the overhead due to
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Fig. 2. Dual of multi-element airfoil mesh.

communication for the applications we are targeting [9]. A brief discussion of some

important aspects of the partitioning algorithms follows

K L refers to a recursive application of a version of the classic graph bisection heuris-

tic devised by Kernighan and Lin [12]. KL must be supplied with an initial partition

which is then improved by a greedy local strategy. We used an x-coordinate bisection

of the vertices of the dual as an initial guess since this produced better partitions than

any of the random initial guesses we tried. KL is a quick, linear time algorithm but is

sensitive to the numbering of the vertices, and tends to do poorly on large problems

because it only considers very local information about the graph. As with all bisection

algorithms, one bit in the final processor assignment of a given vertex is determined

at a time, so this algorithm makes no effort to minimize hops. It is clearly possible

to add a phase to a bisection algorithm or any recursive partitioning algorithm which

does try to further minimize hops by choosing an advantageous permutation of the set

assignments of subgraphs. One such pivoting algorithm was detailed by Hammond [9].

We have used any pivoting strategy in our experiments.

The inertial method recently proposed by Nour-Omid [18] is also a recursive bisec-

tion method. It treats the mesh as a rigid structure and makes cuts orthogonal to the

principle axis of the structure. This is also a fast algorithm which can be implemented

to run in linear time, but requires geometric information which may be unavailable and,
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8 Processors 64 Processors

Method cuts hops cuts hops

KIA 300 458 1158 2183

Inertial 317 396 1166 1855

R.S13 212 286 997 1661

RSQ 1030 1626

IWO 221 224 1018 1463

RSOKL4 197 200 911 1287L
Tablel. Performance ofdifferent partitioning algorithms ondual of the

multi-element airfoil mesh.

as the table indicates, it produces partitions of only moderate quality.

Recursive Spectral Bisection (RSB) is the name given by Simon to the d = 1

spectral partitioning algorithm studied by him and others [18]. It requires no geometric

information, is order insensitive and makes more sophisticated use of global information

than the inertial method or KL. It produces much better partitions of large graphs than

KL or inertial, but has an O(n@) runtime dominated by the Lanczos iteration used

to find the bisecting eigenvectors. Simon [18] and Williams [21] have both concluded

that RSB is preferable to several partitioning strategies not considered here.

Recursive Spectral Quadrisection (RSQ) is our d = 2 spectral partitioning algo-

rithm. Here two bits in the final processor assignment are determined concurrently to

approximately minimize hops in the corresponding two hypercube dimensions. This can

beat the expense of a slight increase in the cut-weight, as the table indicates. Generally

only a marginal number of additional I,anczos iterations are required to compute the

second eigenvector, so RSQ is actually cheaper than two levels of RSB. In fact, if we

assume that the cost of the eigenvector calculation is proportional to nfi (which is

appropriate for the Lanczos procedure [14]), then a single step of RSQ is faster than two

steps of RSB by a factor of 1 + fi/2. There is no 8 processor entry for RSQ because it

is not possible to partition into 8 sets with an integral number of quadrisection steps.

Recursive Spectral Octasection (RSO) is our d = 3 spectral partitioning algorithm

which approximately minimize-s hops in three hypercube dimensions at a time. In

general it produces partitionings with fewer hops and perhaps slightly more cuts than

RSQ and RSB, although it happens to do better on cuts than RSQ in this case. It is also

cheaper than both RSQ and RSB. Assuming again that the eigenvector calculations cost

O(n@), one step of RSO is faster than three steps of RSB by a factor of (3 + ti)/2.

The last algorithm, RSOKL, is a composite algorithm in which the output of RSO

at each stage of recursion is fed into a generalized KL algorithm capable of minimizing

hops over an 8 way initial partitioning. The motivation for this strategy was to combine

the global strength of RSO with the local finesse of KL. The resulting partition is clearly

the best with respect to both cuts and hops. The KL phase of the algorithm accounts

for only a small portion of the run time, so the net cost of RSOKL is substantially less

than that of RSB. Notice that for the 8 processor case the cut and hop totals are nearly

equal, indicating that almost all communication occurs between adjacent processors.
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KL can be appended to the other algorithms as well, but we have found RSOKL to be

the best combination given our communication metric. RSOKL is discussed in more

detail in [10].

RSO and RSQ can also be more robust than RSB when the graph exhibits sym-

metry. For example, the three-fold symmetry of the cubic grid-graph causes A~ of

its Laplacian to have a multiplicity of three, and the corresponding eigenspace to be

three-dimensional. Since RSB chooses a single vector from this subspace essentially at

random, it may fail badly. It will, for example, make a diagonal cut through the grid

for some Lanczos starting vectors. In contrast, RSO works within the entire subspace,

rotating the basis vectors in such a way that it returns a gray-coding of blocks of the

grid. This is the optimal result in which cuts and hops are as small as possible and all

communication is between adj scent processors.

To demonstrate that this discrepancy does arise in practice, we ran both methods on

a simple 4 x 4 x 4 grid graph. In RSB we used the Lanczos starting vector recommended

by Pothen, Simon and Lieu [15], namely ri = i —(n+ 1)/2, and iterated until the eigen-

residual Au – Au was below 10–6. The resulting decomposition had 72 cuts and 78

hops. In RSO we solved to the same accuracy for this starting vector and several

random starting vectors. In each case we obtained 48 cuts and 48 hops, the optimal

partitioning. Similar results may be observed with other symmetric graphs.

9. Conclusions. We have presented a method for mapping large problems onto

the nodes of a hypercube multiprocessor in such a way that the computational load

is balanced and the communication overhead is kept small. For the problems we have

investigated, this approach generates mappings that have lower communication require-

ments than other partitioning techniques. Because the 2nd and 3rd eigenvcctors are

relatively inexpensive to calculate, the net cost of spectral quadrisection or octasection

is significantly less than that of spectral bisection. In addition, our method yields com-

putable lower bounds for the communication cost of any balanced partitioning scheme

which are tighter than those previously known.

Although our method was developed with a hypercube communication network in

mind, this approach should work well for other machine topologies. For example, a

t we-dimensional mesh can be defined as a collection of t we-dimensional hypercubes, so

a recursive application of our quadrisection approach is immediately applicable. Sim-

ilarly, a three-dimensional mesh is composed of three-dimensional hypercubes, so our

octasection algorithm can be applied. For other architectures we expect our approach

to be useful as a heuristic. Although the method tries to minimize a communication

function that counts hypercube hops, in practice the spectral quadrisection and oc-

tasection algorithms divide a domain into pieces that require a small communication

volume. This should lead to low communication overhead on most parallel machines.

Graph partitioning also finds application in network design, circuit layout, sparse

matrix computations and a number of other disciplines. Consequently, the partitioning

algorithm we have described may find uses far afield from parallel computing. More

broadly, the way we have made use of multiple eigenvectors is, to our knowledge, unlike

any previous work in spectral graph theory. It is our hope that these ideas can be
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applied to other spectral graph theoretic problems.
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